
Furniture: 
Methods of Making

Exhibition Overview

‘Furniture: Methods of Making’ consists of eight specially commissioned films that explore 
contemporary furniture design and the artists behind it. The collection examines modern day 
issues of recycling, waste, economics, architecture, beauty, value and sustainability. 
NCCD’s Head of Exhibitions, Bryony Windsor explains: 

“The show illustrates the breadth of talent working in the UK today including; a rising star 
(Sebastian Cox), a traditional wood carver (Nicola Henshaw), artists working with modern 
technologies in a variety of pioneering ways (Gareth Neal, Ben Huggins and Jay Watson) and 
masters of the field (Jim Partridge and Liz Walmsley, Edward Teasdale and David Gates).”

The National Centre for Craft & Design is a unique and ambitious gallery that seeks to exhibit the most 
innovative, challenging and accomplished artists practicing within the craft and design arena today.
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The films shine a light into the artists’ studios, demonstrating their use of conventional hand-
crafting techniques alongside modern technologies. The films have been made in collaboration 
with the University of Lincoln to capture the artists’ ways of working, thinking, planning and 
construction.



Film installation 
ideas

Please see some 
suggestions for installing 
the TV screens in a 
gallery space.

Sebastian Cox prides himself on using environmentally friendly methods and is dedicated to 
sustainability in design. Cox is devoted to minimising waste in his making, uses hardwoods local 
to his studio and even his packaging is made from recycled materials.

"It’s crucial that sustainability is a conversation that doesn’t fade in the world of product design."
Sebastian Cox.

Furniture pioneer, Gareth Neal also works to strict principles, pushing the boundaries with the 
materials he uses and gaining a name for himself through his innovative approach to design and 
sustainability.

“My designs endeavour to adhere to these principles and create lifelong relationships for a more 
sustainable future.” Gareth Neal.



Exhibition Details

Who is it suitable for? Venues and audiences interested in furniture makers, designers, 
craftsmen, contemporary craft and design, artistic films.

Availability - February 2016.

Size - 80 to 200 metres – scalability is possible.

NCCD will provide:
• 8 films with 8 (x 30cm) TV screens (optional), downloads and physical copies available. 
• OSB text panels.
• Inwards transportation of TV screens.
• Installation guide and support by NCCD Exhibitions team during planning and installation if required.
• Full marketing pack.

The host venue will provide:
• Professional installation and de-installation team.
• Storage space for packaging.
• Onwards transport to next venue.
• Insurance cover for TV screens.

Cost - £500 hire fee, plus one way onwards travel within the UK. 

For further information please contact touring@nationalcraftanddesign.org.uk.

The National Centre for Craft & Design
Navigation Wharf, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, NG34 7TW
Web: www.nationalcraftanddesign.org.uk 
Phone: +44 (0) 1529 308 710


